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Summary

Two astrological charts for Christchurch City, 

New Zealand, and their historical background 

and discussed, and their sensitivity to some 

recent and historical events outlined. Both are 

shown to be of relevance, with the ‘First Four 

Ships’ chart of the 16th December 1850 

favoured slightly by virtue of being the older 

and more sensitive to directions. 

Introduction

Christchurch is New Zealand’s second city and the largest in the South Island. Although at 

least two charts for it are already in circulation amongst mundane astrologers, recent 

events, on top of the major earthquake that struck the city eight years ago, demand a 

more formal record of these. In this short article I will discuss both charts and show them 

‘working’ - that is revealing relevant symbolism through natal placements and key 

directions - against key features of, and events within, the city. One in particular proves an 

historically apt, symbolically sympathetic and event-sensitive map. I trust it will encourage 

further research . 1

Although the area of Christchurch, also known as Ōtautahi, had been extensively settled 

by Maori centuries before the arrival of Europeans, such settlement hasn’t a timed or 

 An analysis of the March 2019 mass shooting at two mosques in the city is in preparation, and will be 1

published later in the year in the New Zealand Journal of Astrology as well as being available on my 
website shortly.
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written record. Moreover, it didn’t directly give rise to the current city. Thus, for the 

purposes of a timed astrological chart foundational events in recorded (Pakeha) history 

must be used. 

The first chart discussed is for the timed arrival and anchoring of the ship The Charlotte 

Jane . This was the first of the “First Four Ships” to arrive in Lyttleton Harbour carrying 2

settlers from Great Britain, the so-called ‘Canterbury Pilgrims’. These 800 people had left 

their home almost four months earlier with the express aim of building the pre-planned 

Oxford-inspired city on the plains across the Port Hills. This is an enduring myth that even 

now is seen variously with romantic affection, pride, nostalgia, and often, being a 

colonising move, some degree of discomfort. 

The second chart is that drawn for the occasion of Christchurch being declared a city by 

letters patent in 1856 . This a document issued by Queen Victoria in effect granting the 3

new settlement the seat of a bishop, thus making it the first official city in New Zealand. 

Chart Details


The Dates and Place  are clear for both charts. Time, as always, is rather more difficult, 4

particularly for the second. 

Ship logs state the Charlotte Jane  arrived and anchored at the head of Lyttelton Harbour 5

at 10 o’clock in the morning . The image of James Fitzgerald leapfrogging over the ship 6

doctor’s back in order to be the first ashore gives the impression that, after almost 100 

days at sea, the passengers were straight off the boat on arrival. It must be stated that 10 

o’clock would be in ship time, as opposed to civil time. Ships from Britain carried accurate 

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christchurch 2

 https://my.christchurchcitylibraries.com/christchurch-brief-history/3

 Although arguably the First Ship chart could be drawn for Lyttelton, the harbour at which the ship 4

arrived. I favour relocating it to the intended settlement. The chart is changed only minimally.

 A distraction but a curious one nonetheless: The Charlotte Jane was launched at 1pm sharp on the 5

17/4/1848 in Bristol, with the Sun in Aries conjunct Pluto in the 9th house. Little wonder that it won the race 
to carry its ‘Pilgrims’ around the world! http://nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/tei-WarJour-t1-back-d1-
d11.html 

 See, for example, http://canterburypilgrims.nz/the-summer-ships/charlotte-jane/ 6
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chronometers set for Greenwich 

Mean Time in order to calculate 

the longitude and thus navigate, so 

10am ship time would in fact have 

been 9:30:48am local or civil time, 

once longitude is adjusted for. The 

accompanying chart (below) is thus 

drawn for 9:30:48 on Monday 16th 
December 1850. Despite the 

apparent accuracy this time 

suggests, the record of “10 

o’clock” would probably be 

accurate only to the nearest half 

hour. However, as some of the 

directions below show, there is 

little justification for altering this 

time. 

From a brief internet search timing for the 

second chart is more elusive. The time I 

have used comes from the late 

Christchurch astrology Lawson Bracewell. 

He told me several years ago he was 

using 10:08am, however I am not aware 

of where he obtained that time. My 

understanding is that the letters patent 

were issued from London, clearly some 

weeks beforehand, and this would be the 

moment that they were signed by Bishop 

Selwyn, who had come down to 

Christchurch for this purpose. Although I 

briefly rectified that time, based on the 

earthquake of February 2011, to 
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10:03 am, in the absence of more extensive research I am currently reluctant to fine-tune 7

or refute Lawson’s data. Thus I will be using his time here, being 10:08am on 31st July 
1850 in central Christchurch. I am calling this chart ‘Christchurch (Letters Patent)’ after 

the event behind the chart to avoid the possible confusion if it were to be referred to as 

the Christchurch City chart, as the ‘Four Ships’ chart is, in effect, also being used as a 

chart for the city..  

The Charts As Images Of Christchurch


The Four Ships chart seems full of independence, enthusiastic vigour and well-meaning 

conviction, guided by humanitarian ideals, yet with a tendency towards self-deception. 

There is a play between spiritual and material values, isolationism and internationalism, 

and a shadow of the victim that could possibly attract experiences of hysteria or mass 

feeling as well as heightened empathy.  

Some further interesting features of the Four Ships chart include: 

• Fire is by far the dominant element: 

• NZ’s worst fire disaster happened here in 1947.  

• Christchurch enjoys occasional high temperatures, particularly in the hot & dry (fire) 

north west wind (mutable) conditions (Sagittarius). 

• Sagittarius links closely with sports, particularly running and cycling, both very popular 

in the city. 

• Rising Neptune in Pisces, a singleton in water - the marshy terrain. ‘Liquifaction’ was a 

feature of the 2011 earthquake - and see footnote 7 above. 

• Relative lack of hard aspects. A city without obvious ‘edges’. 

• Ruling planet, Saturn, in Fall, retrograde but stationary (turned direct the next day), a 

fragile and insecure identity, and perhaps something linked with the legacy of the 

immense uphill struggle and isolation of the pioneer. 

• The stellium of four planets in Sagittarius: 

 Solar arc Pluto squaring IC, SA Neptune sesquisquadrate IC, SA Ascendant on Neptune, all within a few 7

seconds of arc of exactness. Lest it seem strange to connect an earthquake with Neptune, my research on 
earthquakes has seen this planet come up prominent time and time again in major quakes, supporting the 
ancient Greeks’ association of earthquakes with Poseidon (=Neptune), suggesting we might do well to 
update our reading of the planet. A tantalising support for this time comes from the direction of solar arc 
Pluto onto the Ascendant for the March 2019 shootings, being exact for a 10:02:25am chart.
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• The arrivals, after all, were called Pilgrims, and so unsurprisingly an image of the 

impulse to seek greener grass is prominent. 

• Christchurch is named after Christ Church, the college at Oxford University in England 

from which the founder of the city came, with obvious links with Sagittarius. 

• A delightful play on these four Sagittarian planets is seen as symbols of the Four 

Ships. 

• This stellium, along with the mutual reception between Venus in Sagittarius and the 9th 

house ruler Jupiter in Libra, highlights the importance of religion. The city appears to 

have (or had) a greater number or churches than anywhere else in New Zealand, 

indicative of a more church-going population. 

• It could also be linked with the significance of the early-established university, the 

importance of international tourism and Antarctic exploration, Christchurch being the 

base for several early expeditions. 

• Moon in Taurus, and Taurus at the IC: the ‘Garden City’ - a city of great physical beauty, 

with well-tended colourful gardens, wonderful parks, and  majestic tree-lined street. 

Taurus on the IC suggests a fertile, low-lying land of rich soils. Economically 

Christchurch has been built fundamentally on agriculture. The Moon is slightly out of 

place in this chart. 

• The Uranus-Pluto conjunction, shown to have symbolic connection with earthquakes in 

New Zealand . 8

The second chart, Letters Patent, has a very different feel to it - more reserved, 

conveying something of the genteel and backward-glancing nostalgia of a city rooted in, 

and building on, an English tradition. Yet, with less naivety and a sharper edge (eg. Mars 

rising, square Moon and opposite Pluto), even if masked by civilised politeness (Libra 

rising), this chart shows a city more sophisticated, artistic, self-confident. 

Of particular note is: 

• A contrast of bold and creative vision (Sun in Leo trine Jupiter) and conservative caution 

(Cancer planets). 

• Tendency towards clannishness and stratification/hierarchical perceptions (Moon in 

Cancer, Saturn in Cancer on the MC) - it’s often about the school you went to, what ship 

your ancestors arrived on, where you live etc. 

 see https://www.grahamibell.com/articles/2018/9/14/shocking-news-a-major-earthquake-for-wellington-8

in-the-coming-two-years 
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• A strong identification with the fair, balanced, peaceful & civilised, borne out in the 

almost complacent poise seen in the city, particularly pre-earthquake (Libra Ascendant, 

chart ruler Venus in Leo). 

• An awkward relationship with the alien, the misfit, the ‘odd’ (Sun-Venus opposes Chiron 

in Aquarius). 

• Being New Zealand’s most English city, 

physically and in personality, there’s a curious 

connection with the ‘Mother Country’ through 

the IC at 9º Capricorn; England’s Sun (in the 

1066 chart) is 9º Capricorn. This makes the 

placement of Saturn in this chart, opposite at 

8º Cancer, even more intriguing. 

• ,A violent underbelly beneath a civilised exterior (Mars, debilitated in Libra, rising, 

square Sun, opposing Pluto; a bright Leo Sun and Venus square Pluto). 

Two Charts?


When faced with two charts - not an uncommon situation with a city or country - we might 

be tempted to feel the need to choose one, the ‘best fit’. Yet both seem to carry a valid 

picture of Christchurch and show sensitivity to events. I would see it as more constructive 

to work with both whilst being clear of their different origins: the First Ship chart being 

more of the spirit of the people, carrying as it does something of the pioneering impulse 

of the settlers; the hopeful new start towards a more equitable world (Aquarius rises). On 

the other hand the Letters Patent chart shows the city’s municipal spirit, with its complex 

contradiction of a bold civic confidence alongside a sometimes inhibiting traditionalism 

and hankering for the past. 

Moreover, seeing the intriguing connections between the two charts - unsurprising given 

one could see the Letters Patent (LP) chart as transits to the Four Ships (FS) chart at the 

significant moment of the settlement’s change of status - suggests they could be seen as 

two stages in the evolution of one organism. Whilst this is beyond the scope of this article 

one might note, for example, Sun (LP) on North Node (FS) within 0º08, South Node (LP) 

on Jupiter (FS) (0º02’), ruling planet Venus (LP) square Moon (FS) (0º03’) and Moon (LP) 

square Uranus (FS) (0º16’). 
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Charts in action


Whilst a full exploration of these charts is beyond my intention in this article, the following 

directions may serve as a brief validation of these charts. 

Event 1: The Ballantyne’s Fire - New Zealand’s worst fire by death toll (41) in which a fire, 

starting at 3:30pm, tore through the much loved department store on the 18th November 

1947. 

First Ship chart: 

• Transiting Mars-Saturn conjunction in Leo (22-24º) creating a tight fire Grand Trine. 

• Transiting Pluto in fire sign Leo trine chart ruler Saturn in Aries (orb 0º46’). 

• A total solar eclipse occurring only 5 days earlier at 19º38’ Scorpio, 0º15’ from the FS 

Midheaven. 

Letters Patent chart: 

• Transiting Mars-square-Sun (0º13’) square & opposite Uranus on the cusp of the 8th 

house of death (orbs 0º07’ and 0º20’ respectively). 

• Secondary progressed IC conjunct Jupiter in Aries (0º08’). 

Event 2: The Christchurch Earthquake - New Zealand’s most destructive earthquake in 

decades, killing 185. At 12:51pm on 22nd February 2011. 

First Ship chart: 

• Post-earthquake total lunar eclipse of the 16th of June at 24º23’ on Venus, ruler of the IC 

(orb 0º31’). 

• Secondary progressed Venus (ruler of IC, the city’s foundation) conjunct progressed 

Pluto (0º08’ A). 

• Secondary progressed MC conjunct progressed Saturn (0º04’ A) and conjunct natal 

Pluto (0º53’ S). 

Letters Patent chart: 

• Transiting Pluto conjunct IC (2º56’A) opposite Saturn, ruler of the IC, symbol of the earth 

itself (1º13’A). 
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• Secondary progressed Saturn (in detriment in Cancer), ruler of IC, square progressed 

nodes (0º02’). 

Event 3: The Christchurch Shooting - Attacks by a lone white-supremest gunman on 

worshippers in two mosques in the city, starting at 1:40pm on Friday 15th March 2019. 

First Ship chart: 

• Transiting Mars, universal significator of guns and violence, peregrine and in detriment 

at 19º12’ Taurus on the IC of the FS chart (0º05’ orb). 

• Secondary progressed Mars  conjunct natal Pluto in Aries, co-ruler of the MC (0º20’ S). 9

• Secondary progressed Saturn conjunct progressed Pluto (0º25’ A). 

Letters Patent chart: 

• Transiting Uranus opposite Mars in 29º51’ Libra, ruler of the 7th) (dissociate) (0º33’S). 

• Arising is transit Pluto opposition Moon in Cancer ruler fo the MC (4º03’A), the Moon 

symbol of the people in a mundane chart. 

Conclusions


The above attempts to formally record the two most obvious charts for the city of 

Christchurch, and shows them as exhibiting alive symbolism, both as valid descriptions of 

the city and against three key events in its history. My own journey with them has been to 

favour one and then the other, as I have explored elements of Christchurch’s ‘personality’ 

and history. Currently I am more impressed by the Four Ships chart in terms of its ability to 

carry significant symbolism for the key recent event shaking the city, the mosque 

shootings in March 2019 (event 3 above). This will I explore further in a future 

publication . However, I certainly wouldn’t dismiss the Letters Patent chart at all, and 10

would recommend that both charts, accepting the distinctions in their scope made above, 

continue to be put to the test in the future.

 Mars in this chart is in Sagittarius, ruling the 3rd house of neighbours; this direction, Mars progressing as 9

it is through the third house, could be seen to carry the symbolism of the nearby (3rd house) foreigner 
(Sagittarius) (being Australian) , who had been living in the next major city, Dunedin (3rd house).

See footnote 1 above..10
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